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The LaTeX Brochure
This is the most recent version (Jan 2008) of the publicity flyer for LaTeX that I
showed at the TUG meeting in Delaware in 2001. It is designed for printing on A3
paper, double-sided, and folding once to A4. If time allows, I will try to engineer a
Ledger version (twice Letter size) in the future.

Front and back

Inside pages

If you have been maintaining a mirror or other copy of this document, please update it
with this version.

License
This is free documentation, including all sources. You can do anything you like with it,
subject only to the following conditions:
1. you must keep the authorship and all attributions intact: you must not pretend
that you or anyone else except the author wrote it;
2. you must not sell it or make money or otherwise profit from it without explicit
written permission from the author;
3. you must not make it available from another server without these conditions,
including this condition, being imposed on all subsequent users.
Downloading any of these files implies acceptance of these conditions.

Files
Source code
brochure.tex
brochure.sty
brochure.bib
Output
brochure.dvi
brochure.ps
brochure.pdf

24K LaTeX source
4.1K LaTeX styles
3.0K BiBTeX file
37K DVI output
5.7M Postscript output
544K PDF output
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frontback.ps
4.9M Front and back (Postscript)
frontback.pdf 236K Front and back (PDF)
insides.ps
1.1M Inside pages (Postscript)
insides.pdf
343K Inside pages (PDF)
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